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ABSTRACT. By 1969 considerable data h ad been collec ted over Law Dome from surface m easurem ents. 
These included surface elevation, ice thickness, accumulation ra tes, ice movem ent and strain-rates, surface 
mean temperatures, and several temperature- depth gra dients. Since then core drilling up to 380 m in depth 
has been carri ed out from the summit to the coas t where the cores reached close to the bed. The bore holes 
have been concentra ted on two ma in flow lines: one to C a p e Folger a nd the o ther to Cape Poinse tt. The 
bore-hole temperatures give a clear indication of the tempera ture distribution throughout the ice cap. 

Numerica l modelling shows tha t the m easured deep tempera tures closely match the steady-sta te tempera
ture distribution calcula ted from the present regime. The varia tions in the temperature profiles over the 
dome are prima ril y associated with the fl ow regime. 

The Cape Folger line has low a ccumulation ra tes and low velocities whi ch results in positive surface 
temperature- d epth gradients increasing towards the coast. By contras t the Cape Poinse tt lin e has high 
accumulation rates and high velocities which result in a la rge negative tempera ture- depth gra dient there. 
The profil e a t the Dome summit is close to isotherma l prima ril y due to the high accumula tion rates a nd lack 
of hori zonta l motion . 

R ESUME. M esures et calC/ds des distributions des temperatures dalls la caloue glaciaire de Law D ome. D es m esures 
de surface realisees en 1969, ont perm is d e recueillir un ensemble considera ble d e donnees sur le L aw D ome. 
Ces donnees comprennent I' a ltitude d e la surface, I'epa isseur d e la glace, les ta ux d' accumulation , les vitesses 
d e deformation du mouvement de la glace, les temperatures m oyennes ala surface et plusieurs gradients de 
temperatures en profondeur. Depuis lors, des forages jusqu' a 380 m de profondeur ont ete executes, d epuis le 
sommet jusqu'a la cote ou les fo rages ont a tteind le lit rocheux. Les fora ges ont ete concentres sur deux 
principales lignes d 'ecoulement, I' une vel's le Cap Folger et I'autre vers le Cap Poinsett. Les tempera tures 
dans le forage d onnent une claire indication de la distributio n de la tempera ture a travel's la calotte. 

La modelisa tion numerique montre que les tempera tures en profondeur suivent exactement la distribulion 
d es tempera tures a I'eta t d 'equilibre, calculee a partir du regime actuel. L es varia tions da ns les profils de 
temperature d a ns le p asse sont d 'abord liees au regime d 'ecoulemenl. 

La ligne d 'ecoulement du Cap Folger a de fa ibles ta ux d 'accumula tion e t d e fa ibles vitesses qui aboutissent 
a des gradients verti caux positifs des te mperatures de surface qui croissent en allant vel's la cote. Au contraire, 
la ligne du Cap P o insett a un fort ta ux d 'accumula tion e t d es vitesses rapides qui donnent en ces points un 
gradient vertical d e temperature la rgem ent negatif. Le pro fil a u sommet d u D om e es t sensiblemen t iso therme, 
surtout en ra ison du ha ut niveau d e I'accumula tion e t d e l' a bsence de mouvem e nt horizonta l. 

ZUSA MM ENFASSUNG . Celllessene IlIld bereclIllete T emperatllrverteilullgen in der E iskalotte des Law D omes. Bis zum 
J a hre 1969 wa r e ine sta ttli che M enge von Da ten libel' d en L a w Dome a us OberA achenmessungen a ngesam
m elt worden. Im einzelnen erstreckten sie sich auf die Hbhe del' OberAach e, die Eisdicke, die Akkumula
tionsra ten, die Eisbewegung und -deformation, die mittlere OberAach entemperatur und einige 
T emperaturg ra di enten im Inneren. Seitdem wurden K ernbohrungen bis 380 m Tiefe vorgenommen, und 
zwar vom Sch eitel bis zur Kliste, wo die Bohrkerne fas t d e n Untergrund e rreichen. Die Bohrungen kon
zentrierten sich a uf zwei Hauptstro mlinien: eine zum Cap e Folger, die a ndere zum Cape P o inse tt. Die 
T empera turen in d en Bohrl bchern vermitteln eine kla re V orstellung von d el' T emperaturve rteilung in der 
Eiskalotte. 

M odellrcchnungen zeigen, dass die in del' Ticfe gem essenen T emperature n gut mit j ener s ta tionaren 
T emperaturverteilung llbcreinstimmen, die si ch a us d em d erzc itigen Zusta nd rechnerisch herl e ite n lass t. 
Die Unterschied e zwischen den T emperaturprofil cn a uf d cm D om lassen einen wesen tli chcn Zusammenhang 
mit den Fliessverha ltnissen erkennen . 

Die Linic zum Cape Folger we ist niedrige Akkumula tio nsra tcn und niedrigc Gcschwindigkcitc n a uf, was 
zu positiven T empera turgrad ienten von del' O berAach c z ur Tiefc flihrt, die gcgcn die Klistc hin noch 
zunehmen. Im G egensa tz dazu sind die Akkumula tionsraten und Geschwindig keitcn auf del' Cap e Poinsctt
Linie hoch ; dies h a t e inen grossen nega tiven Temperaturg ra dienten mit del' Tiefe zur Folge. D as P ro fil liber 
d en Scheitcl d es D om es ist nahezu iso therm, vor a ll em info lge d er hohcn Akkumula tionsraten und wegcn des 
F ehlens einer hori zonta len Bewegung. 

I. INTRODUCTIO N 

The Law D om e, previously referred to as the Wilkes local ice cap by Budd (1968, 1969, 
1970) is about 200 km diameter and reaches I 390 m elevation at its summit. The ice cap 
overlays an irregular bedrock rise which averages about 300 m elevation near the centre 
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where the ice thickness is about I 100 m. To the north the ice cap runs into the ocean where 
the bedrock is about 200- 400 m below sea-level. To the south the ice flows into a deep 
bedrock depression joining the Totten and Vanderford Glaciers, and there it merges with the 
main East Antarctic ice sheet at the bottom of the surface valley (cf. Fig. I). The Law Dome 
thus represents an ideal medium-scale ice cap which is conveniently situa ted n ear Casey 
(la t. 66° 16.]' S. , long. lIOo 32.1' E. ), about 2 km south of the former station Wilkes. 
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Fig. I. Law Dome surface and bedrock elevations are shown with the locations of the bore-hole sites. 

Following the initial work of the U nited States g laciologists, Cameron and others (1959) 
and Roll in and others (196 r) , the Australian National Antarctic R esearch Expedition 
(ANARE) glaciology programs h ave concentrated on collecting data over the L aw D ome 
and south to the East Antarctic ice sheet towards Vostok . Much of th is earlier work has been 
reported by Budd ( 1966, 1969) . A summary of the glaciological work to that d ate is given 
by Budd (1970) and of the geophysics by Allen a nd Whitworth (1970). 

Since then th e 16 km grid ne twork over the ice cap for elevation a nd ice thickness has been 
completed by L. D enham in 1970 using radio-echo profiling and continuous barometric 
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levelling. This has now provided a relatively sound basic set of data over the ice cap for 
surface and bedrock elevation, ice thickness, and accumulation rate (cr. Figs I and 2). 

Surface velocities and strain-rates have been measured from the centre to the coas t around 
a large northern triangle and a smaller triangle to the south . The results of these measure
ments a re illustrated in Figure 2. 

LAW DOME 

CAPI FOLGER 

GLACIER 

20 40 

accumulation rat. 
Mgm-2 a-1 

elevat ion 

m surface velocity vectors 

movement scale 20myr-
1 

------
Fig . 2. :l1easllred "et acclllllula tioll rates alld velocities over Law Dome show a gradient of greatly illcreasedjluxfr071l west to east. 

2 . S U RFACE MEA TEMPERATUR ES 

T emperatures to the d epth of 10 m in the firn have been m easured at many locations over 
the ice cap. In general the data above 400 m confirm the pattern of variation of mean surface 
temperature with elevation of approximately 1 deg/ lOo m reported by Cameron ( 1964). 
Below 400 m Cameron indicated that th e 10 m lemperatures were up to several degrees 
warm er than indi cated b y the above li near rela tion. D e ta il ed measurem ents of tempera ture 
at eigh l levels to 16 m rep orted by Cam eron and Bull (1962 ) showed that the 10 m tempera
ture at a site 262 m in elevation over a p e riod of two years had a mean 3 d eg vvarmer than the 
surface. This phenomen on has bcen ob served primarily in regions of ab lation where the ice 
has a clear " blue ice" appearance. Budd (1967) showed that the differential absorption of 
solar radiation with d ep th in blue ice could account [or the measured variation in m ean 
annua l temperature with d epth and the r esultant high er 10 m temperatures relati ve to the 
surface . 
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The line from the Dome summit to Cape Folger, some 20 km to the north-east of Casey 
seems to reach the ablation zone on the average just beyond the first bore hole at strain grid A 

of the northern triangle corner where the elevation is 280 m. As a result the m easured 10 m 
temperatures a long this line conform closely to the I deg/ I 00 m relation. 

A certain amount of variability can be expected in 10 m temperatures due to longer-term 
variations in m ean surface temperatures. For example the record of annual mean tempera
tures for vVilkes- Casey are shown in Figure 3. The similarity of these temperatures with those 
of Mirny and Dumont d 'Urville shown by Budd (1975) suggests that they reflect real, large
scale, changes of amplitude of about I deg over a time period of many years. This kind of 
surface-temperature variation could give rise to variations of ampli tude several tenths of a 
degree at the 10 m level from one year to another. Below 20 m only much longer-term 
changes are expec ted to be apparent. 
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Fig. 3. The record oJ annual mean temperaturesJrom Wilkes alld Casey are shown together with those oJ the neighbouring stations 
Nlimy and DUlIlont d 'Urvitle (Jrom E l/dd, 1975) ' 

3. T EMPE R ATURE- DEPTH GRADIENTS 

A number of temperature- d epth gradients below 20 m from the coast to the interior of 
Law Dom e ,vere measured in 196 I by Budd (cr. Budd 1966) . In 1962 A. Battye continued 
with further gradients to over 60 m depth on Law Dome and extended them inland towards 
Vostok. Th ese tem perature gradients were generally clear linear trends of temp erature below 
20 m and on Law Dome showed a smooth trend of decrease in gradient from about 3 deg/ 
100 m near the coast to 0.25 d eg/ 100 m 87 km inland. I t was shown by Budd ( 1966) that this 
trend of the surface gradients cou ld be explain ed in terms of the h eat conduction from the base 
with the m easured ice thi ckness and accumul ation rates and the expected motion of the ice . 

T he acquisition of accurate ice-movem ent data over the Law Dome made it practical to 
carry out a more detailed a naly is of the temperature profiles. The model developed by Budd 
(1969) as a n extension of the original ideas proposed by R obin (1955), accounted for the 
measured positive gradients on the western side of Law Dome and the negative gradients along 
the Casey- Vostok route. In a ddition negative gradients of up to - 2 deg/ lOo m were cal
culated for a fl ow line towards Cape Poinse tt (c r. Budd, 1970, and Fig. 7) . On both sides of the 
Dome the basal temperatures were calculated to approach m elting point towards the coast . 

4. D EEP T E MPERAT URE PROFILES 

Deep core drilling on the Law Dome was commenced in 1969 with a thermal coring drill 
of a modified CRREL d esign constructed by Antarctic Division (cf. Bird and Ballantyne, 
197 I). A hole was cored to the d epth of 324 m , about 7 km inland from the Cap e Folger coast 
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where the ice thickness is about 3 40 m . An open dry hole was used and severe closure and 
shear prevented temperature m easurements below 224 m . The measu red temperature profile 
is shown in Figure 4, with an extrapolation to pressure melting point at the base . This 
extrapolation to th e base involves a d ecrease in temperature grad ient from 3.5 deg / IOo m to 
2.8 d eg/ lOo m . Such a reduction is n ecessary unless an iso thermal layer were to exist n ear the 
base, which would prevent the geothermal flux pen e trating the ice above. As shown in 
Figure 4, the profi le shows a m easured maximum gradient equiva lent to the combined h eat 
flux of the geothermal gradient and the internal h eating produced by a shear stress of about 
one bar and a velocity of about 10 m a- I. The resultant geothermal gradi ent a t the bed is 
then compatible wi th the base gradients inferred from the more stagnant ice above the shear 
m oraine direc tly in land from Casey. 

500~----------------------------------------------------________________________ ~ 
Measured Temporature Profiles near Cape Folger 

Qc 

4 6 7 
Di.tance km 

Fig. 4. The temperature profiles measured in the two Cape Fo/ger bore holes about 3 kill alJart are shown together with isotherllls 
ill the ice. These enable horizontal temlJerature gradients to be obtained. 

The second d eep hole cored in 1969 was at the summit of Law Dome to a depth of 3 80 m. 
In this case operational difficulties prevented temperature measurem ents below 3 20 m. The 
resultant profile is shown in Figure 5. Except for a slight warming of the upper layers the 
profile below 200 m is very close to isothermal. This was expected from the high accumula
tion rates and inc reased thickness at that location a s calculated by Budd (1969, fig . 4. 16). 
The warming in the upper layer cou ld be a result of either a few tenths of a degree climatic 
warming over the la st century or so, or a lowering of the summit of the order of 20 cm a - I 
over the same period, or some combination of both of th ese effects. The preli minary coarsely 
spaced 160 /180 isotope profile given by Budd and Morgan (1973) supports such a long-term 
warming except in the top 20 m where errors due to sampling are large . An accurate analysis 
of thi s temperature and isotope data is awaiting a clear ca li bration of the isotope profile for 
the p eriod of cl im ati c record at Wilkes- Casey of 18 years. On the other hand a general 
lowering of about the above amount is suggested from both mass-balance and gravi ty m easu re
m ents (cf. Budd, 1970) . 

In 1972 a number of medium-depth holes ( 50- 120 m ) were cored in specia l strategic 
positions over the Dome. One was near strain grid J, the corner of the triangle inland of Cape 
Poinsett, to see if the predicted highly negative gradien ts occurred there. Two othe r holes 
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Fig. 5 . The measured temperature profiles are compared with the steady -state profiles computedJ rom the present regime along the 
two linesJrom the L aw Dome summit to Cape Folger and to Cal)e Poinsett . The line to Ca/le Poillsett shows the development 
oJ the large negative temperature- depth gradients at the surface ill contrast to the high positive gradients on the Folger lille . 

were cored at p ositions p and B , which are abou t 20 and 40 km respectively up-stream from 
the hole at A . T h ese holes were cored to ob tain isotope profiles u p-stream of A a nd also to 

confi rm the decrease in temperatu re gradients inla nd along the fl ow-line as ob tained from the 
steady-state fl ow-line calcula tions. 

T he measured temperature p rofil es are shown in Figure 5. T h e results clearly confirm 
the decrease in su rface gradien ts going inland in a smooth systematic manner. M easurements 
are now available for deep surface-temperatu re- dep th gradien ts at seven locations approxi
mately along a flow line from the D ome summit to Cape Folger. T hese are shown in Table I 
a nd Figure 5 . 
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TABLE I. M EASURED TEMPERATURE- DEPTH G RADIENTS 

D istance froll! summit km 0 

Gradient deg j lOo m -0.1 

30 

+ 0.2 

60 

1.0 

80 

1.3 

100 

1.8 

103 
1.6 

105 

In 1974 the core drilling program was aimed at obtaining an additional core and bore hole 
to near the bed a few kilometres up-stream from the previous Cape Folger hole with the object 
of determining in addition to the temperature profile, a velocity- depth profile to check 
measured flow profiles of the ice core with the in situ shear rates of the ice sheet. 

The program was reasonably successful. However, high closure rates and shear rates were 
encounter ed in the lower part of the hole. The ice thickness was measured as 390 ± 10 m by 
using the radio-echo sounder. Core was obtained to the d epth of 350 m . T emperatures were 
measured to about 320 m. Some inclination and inclination change measurements were also 
made to this depth and the bore-hole diameter logged to 3 I 7 m. The bore hole was then filled 
with fluid in order to maintain the remainder of the hole open for further inclination measure
ments. 

The bore-hole deformation and the ice-core flow and crystallographic properties will b e 
reported elsewhere. An initial examination of the crys taBography from the first hole is 
reported by Budd (1972). 

For the moment we turn to the temperature profile shown in Figure 4. H ere one of the 
most interesting features is the slight decrease in the gradient in the lower part of the measured 
profile. This is supported by the extrapolation to the bedrock at 390 m and pressure m elting 
point. If the base temperature were colder than pressure m elting point then the reduction in 
gradient would need to b e even greater. As it stands the gradient decrease from 3.5 d eg/ 
100 m to 2.8 deg/ roo m can be accounted for by the addition of internal heating. This is 
brought out more clearly by the modelling analysis of the temperature profiles . It is apparent 
from the calculations of long-term temperature changes by Budd and Young (1976) that the 
effects of the large Ice-Age tempera ture change would have p enetrated well into the bedrock . 
H ence attention will be primarily given h ere to steady-state calculations. 

5. l\1ATHEMATlCAL ANALYSIS OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES 

The temperature profiles near Cape Folger have been analysed by a number of models of 
both the flow-line and column types d escribed by Budd and others (197 I ) and Budd and 
Young (1976). 

For example consider the column model in which x is the horizontal coordinate in the 
line of flow, z is the heigh t above the base, u and ware the corresponding velocities then , for 
the temperature 0 at time t, 

o ( 00) 00 00 00 - K - + PCW - + PCll - + Qz= pc oz az oz ox 2t 

where K , p and c are the ice conductivity, density and capacitance respec tively and Qz is the 
internal frictional heating at height z. 

The heating is given by 

du 
Qz= d z pgcx (Z - z) 

wh ere IX is the mean surface slope, Z is the ice thickness, and g is the gravitational acceleration . 
W e assume that the flow law is given by a relation of the form 

where Eo is the octahedral shear strain-rate and is a function of the octahedral shear stress T O, 
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the temperature 0* below pressure melting point Om, andf which is a factor appropriate for 
the crystallographic orientation fabri c of the ice. From the bore-hole and core data, 0* andf 
can be prescribed as a function of depth. 

When other stresses are negligible this then gives for the horizontal shear strain-rate 

I du 
yl6 dz = Eo ( yI ~pga (Z- z) , O*,f). (4) 

These equations for the velocity and temperature profile can be solved simultaneously 
with the following boundary conditions to give both profiles. 

(a) Two temperatures 0, and O2 at two different levels z , and Z2 or a temperature 0, at 
one level z , and a temperature gradient (dO/d z) at one level <2. 

(b) The horizontal velocity at the base is taken as zero. 
For the vertical velocity we adopt the relation given by Budd and Young ( 1976) 

Z Uz 
Wz = wS ZV (5) 

where Uz is the average velocity to the height < and V is the average velocity through the whole 
column . 

Thus either the average velocity or surface velocity could be provided toge ther with a form 
of the flow law (containing an arbitrary factor) or the flow law could be prescribed explicitly 
and the velocity calculated. In most cases the velocities are known more accurately than the 
flow properti es of the ice so that the former procedure is usually adopted. 
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Fig. 6. For the Cape Folger bore hole the measured profile and a profile computed from the present regime are shown to agree 
broadly excej)t for a slight warming of the surface and possibly greater internal heating above the base. 
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A number of theoreti cal profiles have been scanned using different values of the vertical 
velociti es and the horizon tal temperature gradients. Closer fits can be obtained with a 
number of different possible combinations of these parameters but at this stage we are in terested 
in the closeness of the approximation of thi s profile to steady-state under the present regime 
Figure 6 shows an example of a calcul a ted profile using values of the input as close as possible 
to the measured values. The matching is reasonably close over most of the profile but an 
apparent warming of a few tenths of a degree exists at the surface. As mentioned earli er thi s 
warming is noti ceable in o ther profil es a round the dome and could be associated with either a 
climatic change or an elevation lowering. This effect will be treated elsewhere in conjunction 
with the isotope studies. 

6. FLOW-LINE PROFILES 

The above column mod el has a lso been used with moving coordinates a long flow lines to 
derive a seri es of temperature profiles, particle paths, and ages to compare with thc measured 
profiles. Figure 5 shows the m easured and calculated temperatures along th e Dome summit
Cape Folger line. The agreem ent in the surface gradients is very striking. 

On the eastern side of the northern triangle the regime is remarkabl y different from the 
western side as shown in Figures I and 2. A long the Dome- P oinsett line the accumulation 
rates a re several times higher . The bedrock is somewhat steeper towards the coast and this 
results in g rea ter slopes and shear stresses. As a result the horizontal velocities are very much 
higher. The effect on the temperature profiles is dramatic. Instead of a trend to increasing 
positive gradients towards the coast the gradients towards Cape Poinsett becom e increasingly 
negative to - 2 d eg/ IOo m n ear J. This value agrees closely with the increased gradient there 
as shown in Figure 5. 

As a result the average temperature through the ice for simila r elevations and surface 
temperatures are lower on the eastern side than the western side. This has been further 
confirmed by the radio-echo strengths measured by D. Carter in 1967 which were generally 
severa l d ecibe ls higher fo r equivalent ice thi ckness and surface temperature on the Dome
Poinsett line compared to the D ome- Folger line. 

In spite of some irregulariti es due to the rough bedrock profiles, there is a tendency for the 
base temperatures along each line to approach pressure melting point towards th e coast and 
also in deep ho llows of the bedrock, as shown in Figure 7. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The temperature profiles m easured in the Law Dome conform closely to the profiles 
calculated from steady-state under the present regime except for a slight warming in the firn 
zone near the surface of a few tenths of a d egree. This warming could be caused by some 
combination of climatic warming during the last cen tury or so, or slight lowering of the ice 
shee t. 

The calculated temperature profil es from steady-state provide a sound bas is for calcula ting 
the fl ow parameters ofrhe ice from the measured surface veloci ties . These fl ow properties need 
a lso to be studi ed in association with the ice-crystal orientations. 

The high bore-hole closure rates prevent much deeper drilling with the present open-hole 
system . It is important to obtain deeper profil es of temperature and inclination change. 
The deve lopment of melt-sonde probes and ice drills operating in fluid-fill ed holes will be 
required I' 01' this. 
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Fig. 7· The calculated temperature profiles are shown for the lines/ram lhe Law D ome summit to Cape Folger (above) and to 
Cape Poinsett (below ) superimposed all the surface and bedrock profiles. The basal temperatures te/ld to approach melting 
point towards the coast and in the deeper bedrock hoLLows. 
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DISCUSSION 

W . D. HARRIS0N: Could the failure of the measured and calculated temperatures to match 
some di stance above the bed be due to enhan ced deformation (and hence heating) from bed 
irregularities? If the ice were sliding over a sinusoida l bed , for example, this distance would be 
about I lk where k is the wave number. 
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W. F. BUDD: The difference seems to be the other way, i. e. somewhat less h eat than required 
to in crease the gradient from the base to the m easured level. Thus, it seems the lower part 
of the ice could be less mobile than expected. 

L. LUBOUTRY: Owing to lateral differences in ice temperatures, the direction of flow may 
differ from the direc tion of the steepest surface slope. Have you observed such an effect on the 
northern side of your ice cap? 

BUDD : Inclination measurements made in the 1974 bore hole have been repeated over only a 
short interval. These suggest there may be some divergence of the flow at d epth towards the 
west, but at this stage these results are still tentative. 

M. M. MILLER: Geologists versus physicists may view the concep t of steady state in different 
time frames. Will you expla in what are the parameters of your definition of a glacio-thermal 
steady state in terms of the boundary limits involved, the constancy or inconstancy of tem
perature at given levels, and lastly in terms of the other key factors affecting the regime of the 
total system. 

BUDD : A steady-state ice cap is an abstract concept which considers a model for which all its 
properties, such as its temperature and velocity di tributions as well as the boundary condi
lions, are all constant with time. This con cept is useful for comparing the properties of such a 
model with a real ice cap in order to study how the real one may have changed with time. 

T. J. H UGHES: The effect of ice fabric on steady-state creep rates is quite important. You 
reported a three-fold increase between random and single-maximum fabrics for separate ice
core sp ecimens tested in simple shear at 0.5 bar and _ 6°C. I found an eight-fold increase 
when an initially random ice fabric was d eformed in simple shear at 1.0 bar and - 3°C until a 
strong single-maximum ice fabric developed in the same specimen. But when a similar ice 
specimen was tested the same way at 0.5 bar, there was no significant recrystallization after 
eight months and I could not be sure that transient creep still was not important. 

How do you assess the effect of stress and temperature on the time need ed to reach a stable 
ice fabri c and steady-state creep ? Have you been able to quantify these effects? 

BUDD: The time required d epends strongly on temperature. We did som e recrystallization 
studies on core ice at - 0.2 °C for several months; quite strong fabri cs d eveloped . But at 
-2°C, over six months, the recrystallization was very small. 

J. W . GLEN: What was the method of conducting a simple shear test? 

BUDD: W e cut a 10 cm diameter core into sections of thickness small compared with the 
diameter. W e fit plates to the top and bottom and run these plates parallel in bearings which 
keep the separation constant. We do see end effects in polarized light but we believe that the 
bulk of the sample is in simple shear. 

C. F. RAYMOND: Did you check whether reloading of core samples produced any structural 
changes in them? 

BUDD: The low-temperature, low-stress test samples remaining in stead y state have been 
examined and found to show no noticeable crystal size or fabric changes. Special recrystalli
zation experiments however show that strong recrystallization fabri cs d evelop after several 
months at - 0.2 °C for I to 2 bars loading. During this time the strain-rates go beyond the 
initial steady state to a higher tertiary-state creep rate. 

W. S. B. PATERSON : Have you measured temperatures in fluid -filled holes and ifso, have you 
any guidance as to whether they are perturbed by convec tion in the fluid ? 

BUDD : No. W e have only recently filled the new Folger bore hole with fluid . This will be a n 
interesting future study th ere. 
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